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Welcome to YEA RPG!
Controls
YEA RPG is a tutorial game, meant to instruct players on the ins and
outs of a typical, classic Role Playing Game. As such, all instructions
on how to play are presented throughout the game. A chart
illustrating the most common, default button assignments is included
here for your reference at any time.

To reassign your button configuration, simply press F1 at
any time during the game.
*Controllers shown are for illustration purposes only. You may need to locate drivers online in
order to use your controller.
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Your Hosts
Your hosts will provide you with both information on game play and
common aspects of a classic RPG, as well as some of the quirks of
Dusty Tome games.
Friendly, polite, and informative, this highly advanced AI
is always more than happy to provide information on any
subject.

Sasha

She is very good friends with both Margoe and Raven,
but she often fails to notice their antics.

Diminutive and enthusiastic, Margoe is actually much
older than she appears. She is well versed in classic RPG
tropes and always full of comments.

Margoe

She likes to use her natural cuteness to her advantage and to irritate her friend Raven.

Raven was roped unwillingly into assisting Sasha and
Margoe with this tutorial. She generally has less tolerance
for people (and especially newbs) than her cohorts do.

Raven

With her dark, cynical personality, she has little patience
for Margoe's bubbly act and will never admit to anyone
that these two are her friends.
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Thank you for playing YEA RPG - A Dusty
Tome Tutorial!

For more information, antics, and games, please visit our website:
www.dustytomestudios.com

Other Dusty Tome Connections
Tumblr:
DeviantArt:

www.tumblr.com/dustytomestudios
dustytome.deviantart.com

Twitter:

dustytomestudio

Facebook:

Dusty Tome
YEA RPG, Copyright 2012 Dusty Tome, LLC
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